Welcome to DIGEST, WRI India’s monthly newsletter. This edition covers April-May 2021 and features blogs and articles written by our staff and partners that provide insightful and expert analysis, insights and commentary on the latest and important issues concerning India’s natural resources, environment, urban development and economy. Please connect with us on Twitter, Facebook, Medium and LinkedIn.

**EDITORIALS**

- Built last: Making renewable energy systems climatetolerant for India’s desert regions
- Green road: building progress for deserts
  by Prashant Subramanian (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Business

- From theory to practice: How a carbon market can catalyze deep decarbonization
  by Ashwini Hingne & Shubhangi Gupta (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Business

**BLOGS**

- From theory to practice: How a carbon market can catalyze deep decarbonization
  by Ashwini Hingne & Shubhangi Gupta (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Business

- Electric vehicles: taking the road less traveled
  by Pawan Mulukutla & Roselin Minj (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Energy

- Built to last: Making renewable energy systems climatetolerant for India’s desert regions
  by Prashant Subramanian (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Business

- India bets on geothermal energy and green hydrogen for a carbon neutral Ladakh
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Energy

- Low ridership, high fares: COVID nudging BMTC into vicious circle
  by Dr. Parveen Kumar, Arya Bhat & Vivek Tripathi (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Energy

- Decentralized solar offers energy solutions in climate vulnerable regions in India
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Energy

**IN THE NEWS**

- India, brother, India
  by Yasar Waheed Khan (The Hindu) | News

- Mumbai: First ever trial run of Metro Line 2A & 7 begins
  by Deccan Herald (The Hindu) | News

- Cyclone Tauktae exposes vulnerabilities along India’s west coast
  by Yasar Waheed Khan (The Hindu) | News

- This 27-year-old is a know-it-all when it comes to the public transport of Hyderabad.
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | News

- Meet the Indian climate experts desperately trying to save lives from Covid-19
  by Citizen Matters (The Hindu) | News

- Tracking the economic impact of India’s second wave
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | News

- Using ACs to cool our houses - and the planet too
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | News

- Low ridership, high fares: COVID nudging BMTC into vicious circle
  by Dr. Parveen Kumar, Arya Bhat & Vivek Tripathi (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Energy

- BYD backed Olectra Greentech wins bid for 100 e-buses
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- What’s driving infant mortality rates in rural Assam?
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- India’s carbon footprint
  by Citizen Matters (The Hindu) | News

- Climate-resilient decentralized solar solutions
  by Climate Matters (The Hindu) | News

- Maharashtra pushes EV policy for 2025
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Delhi: Key roads may have to be widened for Central Vista project
  by Deccan Herald (The Hindu) | News

- Central Vista
  by Deccan Herald (The Hindu) | News

- Maharashtra’s target is 10 e-vehicles per 100 registrations by 2025
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- State aims at 10% of new registrations to be electric vehicles by 2025
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Maharashtra to make highways EV ready by 2025
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- New Maharashtra policy gives push to electric vehicles
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Maharashtra aims for 10% of new vehicle registrations to be EVs by 2025
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Tracking the economic impact of India’s second wave
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | News

- India’s slow race to an e-bus future
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- How can Smart Mobility change the way cities move?
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- How can India’s rural undervisibility be explained?
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- How can Smart Mobility change the way cities move?
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Living near urban landfills in India
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Decentralized solar offers energy solutions in climate vulnerable regions in India
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Central Vista
  by Deccan Herald (The Hindu) | News

- India bets on geothermal energy and green hydrogen for a carbon neutral Ladakh
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy

- Low ridership, high fares: COVID nudging BMTC into vicious circle
  by Dr. Parveen Kumar, Arya Bhat & Vivek Tripathi (The Hindu BusinessLine) | Energy

- Electrification of 3-wheeler cargo segment in India
  by Saur Energy (The Hindu) | Energy